Manage Inventory More Efficiently

PDI Logistics Cloud

Maximize efficiency and reduce retains, split loads, and run-outs with a powerful forecasting solution.

PDI Logistics Cloud gives fuel retailers and wholesalers the real-time visibility they need to manage inventory, forecast delivery projections, and plan orders. Forecast optimal loads and pinpoint delivery window times to maximize the number of gallons for each load, reduce split loads, and eliminate preventable run-outs.

“PDI Logistics provides us with the tools we need to manage our fuel operations effectively and to develop strong relationships with our preferred suppliers.”

–Marc Althen, Senior Vice President, Penske Truck Leasing

Forecast Optimal Loads

Improve Efficiency

Gain Real-Time Visibility

Lower Supply Costs
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Key Benefits at a Glance

- Optimize inventory with sizeable reductions in excess in-ground inventory
- Improve delivery forecasting abilities with fewer run-outs, diversions, and split loads
- Lower overall supply costs by buying the right amount of fuel from the right place at the right time
- Increase average load sizes and lower transportation costs
- Better carrier management results with fewer mistakes and improved carrier charge backs
- More efficient dispatching results with increased dispatcher productivity

Gain a competitive advantage

- Automated data collection that supports a variety of tank gauge and accounting system processes
- Profile sourcing, delivery, and ordering information for each site
- Manage communication and orders for both internal fleets and outside fuel carriers
- Monitor current and historical inventory data, exceptions, and carrier inventory management performance
- Measure business performance with analysis of inventory levels, scheduled orders, average load sizes and split/retain activity

Logistics solutions to help you thrive
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- Streamline Scheduling & Dispatching
- Always Find the Best Fuel Price
- Real-Time, Paperless Load Closure
Streamline Scheduling & Dispatching

PDI Logistics Cloud

Improve efficiency, visibility, and decision making with a solution that gives you real-time visibility into critical fuel operations.

PDI Logistics Cloud is an enterprise-level fuel logistics solution connecting fuel retailers, wholesalers, and carriers. With better visibility into the availability of drivers and vehicles and real-time delivery status updates from the field, scheduling is easier, productivity increases, and your operating costs go down.

“When you sign up with PDI, you truly have a partner in the business. They really put the best interests of the customer first.”

–Keith Slater, CFO, MAPCO Express, Inc.
Key Benefits at a Glance

• Efficient scheduling of transportation resources in less time, with fewer mistakes
• Optimize use of both internal and external transportation resources in order to lower costs
• Improve response time to unplanned driver or truck events
• Increase dispatcher productivity

Gain a competitive advantage

• Balance work across all internal and external resources with a solution that lets dispatchers schedule fuel orders across multiple dispatch markets, handoff overflow orders to outside carriers, and transfer orders to other dispatch markets.
• Optimize all resources with calendar-based schedules for easy planning of driver work schedules and routine truck maintenance.
• Schedule work faster and with fewer errors with fuel orders that are organized by priority.
• Reduce dispatch costs by pairing with our in-truck mobility solution to get real-time communication between drivers and dispatchers and real-time load closure.

Logistics solutions to help you thrive
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Always Find the Best Fuel Price

PDI Logistics Cloud

Improve margins by purchasing fuel from the best supplier at the best terminal at the best time of the day.

PDI Logistics Cloud helps you take the guesswork out of fuel buying decisions with automated, dynamic pricing and supplier ranking results. Our best buy solution aggregates, analyzes, and ranks supplier price data from a variety of price feed sources allowing you to focus on decision making and improving your margins instead of data gathering.

Improve Margins  Analyze Pricing Trends  Lower Supply Costs  Increase Efficiency

The data and the insights you need to make the best buying decisions to improve margins and grow and scale your business.
Key Benefits at a Glance

• Improve price analysis results and negotiation of supplier contract terms
• Gain better insight to defer or accelerate purchases based on inventory and pricing trends
• Optimize fuel purchasing through analysis of product mix by order, site, or supply market
• Lower overall supply costs by purchasing fuel at the best price possible

Gain a competitive advantage

• Save time with a flexible and interactive solution that integrates with our dispatching solution, eliminating the need to switch between two systems.
• Get price feeds from a number of sources, including DTN, OPIS, Platts, NYMEX, and ad hoc quotes from resellers and wholesale petroleum marketers.
• Capture price changes as they occur with support for multiple supplier price changes per day.
• Assign dollar values to sourcing deviations to visualize the extra money spent by not using the cheapest source and manage the preventable ones.
• Review price analysis and supplier ranking results, analyze supplier contract performance, and communicate buying plans to your internal fleet.
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